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In electronics, a logic gate is an idealized or physical device implementing a Boolean function; that is, it
performs a logical operation on one or more binary inputs and produces a single binary output. Depending on
the context, the term may refer to an ideal logic gate, one that has for instance zero rise time and unlimited
fan-out, or it may refer to a non-ideal physical device (see Ideal ...
Logic gate - Wikipedia
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The Panopticon is a type of institutional building and a system of control designed by the English philosopher
and social theorist Jeremy Bentham in the late 18th century. The scheme of the design is to allow all (pan-)
inmates of an institution to be observed (-opticon) by a single watchman without the inmates being able to tell
whether or not they are being watched.
Panopticon - Wikipedia
Noware. This is the story of a boy, a girl, a phone, a cat, the end of the universe, and the terrible power of
ennui. Click to see on Amazon And Then I Thought I was a Fish
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Readbag users suggest that 02-04.PDF is worth reading. The file contains 221 page(s) and is free to view,
download or print.
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Robert Gaskins invented PowerPoint. He led its initial design and development at a startup, where the idea
attracted the first venture capital investment ever made by Apple Computer.
Robert Gaskins Home Page
Fast Company is the world's leading progressive business media brand, with a unique editorial focus on
innovation in technology, leadership, and design.
Fast Company | The future of business
Having the right IT infrastructure for your small business is very important, small business do not have the
budget or resources to setup an IT infrastructure that mimic much larger organizations with bigger pockets.
Do you want to know how to setup up your small business IT infrastructure like an ...
How to setup up your small business IT infrastructure like
Please find the program overview of SCDM Annual Event 2018 here.
Program Overview - SCDM 2018 Annual Conference
Digg is the homepage of the internet, featuring the best articles, videos, and original content that the web is
talking about right now.
Digg - What the Internet is talking about right now
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So the mobile era is here. The number of mobile users today is greater than the number of desktop users!.
Consequently, businesses have realized the need to effectively use mobile channels for attracting customers.
They have started new operations (or scaled existing ones) through mobile websites and mobile apps.
10 Reasons Mobile Apps are Better Than Mobile Websites
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